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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is useful to think of the p-restricted modular Weyl problem in eigen- 
valueeeigenvector terms. This problem asks for the character of the 
irreducible p-version of an irreducible module V(A) for a complex semi- 
simple Lie algebra, cf. Humphreys [6]. The eigenvalue results concern the 
weight lattice of the root system and especially n(A), the saturated set of 
weights occuring in the module. The eigenvector esults are better indexed 
by 17,(A), the root weights. If p E D(A), then ,~l= ,I - T, where r E A:, the 
positive cone of the root lattice of the root system. So we have p E Z7(A) iff 
T E n,(n). 
Consider, for instance, the problem of finding p-modular maximal 
vectors, cf. [4]. The main eigenvalue result, Kac-Weisfeiler [S], finds that 
a necessary condition for p E n(A) to be the weight of such a vector is that 
,u be p-linked to A. This condition is ultimately descended from the shape 
of the Weyl character formula. The main p-restricted eigenvector esult, 
[4], yields that a necessary condition for r E n,(A) to be the root weight of 
such a vector is that r be in the Kostant cone of A,‘, i.e., that r can be 
written as a sum of positive nonsimple roots. This condition comes from 
some combinatorial properties of Kostant’s partition function and 
Chevalley bases. For another kind of eigenvalue-eigenvector result, see 
Franklin [lo]. 
This paper, a sequel to [3], provides further foundational results for the 
eigenvector approach to this restricted modular Weyl problem, as well as 
deep insights into the combinatorial and geometrical structure of P(z), 
Kostant’s partition function, and its relations with structures on weight 
spaces in the root lattice. 
Let R be a root system and A:, the positive cone of the root lattice with 
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respect to some choice of simple roots B. To each t in the root lattice we 
attach E+(s), the weight space of t, roughly, the ‘ways to write T as a sum 
of positive roots. We give a somewhat more formal description of E+ ir) 
here than in [3] or [5] to facilitate its use in proofs. We have 
P(r)=lE+(?jl. For <g-4,? we introduce the <-block of E+(r), denote& 
Qr(<). A member of E+(t) is in the t-block if its simple root part looks 
exactly like 5. If 5 = 0 in ,4:, then we have the zero block of E-(7?, r(ri. 
as in [3]. Any <-block is related to a zero block! i.e., iQ,([)i = /Z(T - 5 ii; 
Proposition 1 below. Ranging over all 5 E 11,: with < < z we get a partition 
of E+(r) into c-blocks. So P(r) is a sum of zero block sizes. Some of CL:: 
main results, Theorem 12 and Corollaries 13 and 14, are obtained by 
Miibius inversion of this sum. We get Euler characteristic formulas for zero 
blocks in terms of Kostant’s partition function off parabolic values of the 
weight space. We will need these alternating sum characterizations of z:;:2 
blocks to piece together y-modular maximal vector constructions into 2 
p-character formula. 
This Mijbius inversion is facilitated by the use of i-blocks of e,(r). 
subsets with a fixed coefficient of the simple root a; E B. These i-blocks have 
beautiful properties with respect to P(r) and Ihe: Weyl group of R, and 
have already been used significantly in [5] to obtain a formula for P(T) in 
:erms of exactly three lower weights. They will also play a crucial role, wit? 
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, in future work in transferring these 
n,? results to n,(2), especially the dominant KQstam cor~e of n,(>.). 
We also introduce $(T), the extraneous part of ? E l1,?, and the scrre- 
spending extraneous coordinates. They are used to determine lowest 
t-blocks in E+(z), Theorem 7, as well as rhe connected chains of i-blocks 
in E, (r ), Theorem 9. This $(t) is defined in terms of the racketing 
function s on AT from [3]~ 
Our notation is consistent with [4, 51, but differs somewhat from [3j 
wheg it. comes to coordinates versus vectors. There is an advantage in 
having both systems available to the reader. the somewhat more abstract 
emphasis of [3] on coordinates leading to relations otherwise obscured by 
which lattice one is in. But the current system, suggested by the referee cL 
141, is much more elegant. A. J. Coleman suggeste be sequence notaticr 
for E+(r), as well as many other useful ideas a sirn~~~~yi~g remarks. 
‘henever possible Humphreys’ [7] notation is used, in keeping with t5e 
elementary nature of the proofs. 
2. WEIGHT SPACES IN THE RCXIT 
&et Z denote the ring of integers and Z,, the nonnegative integers 
including 0. Let R be an irreducible reduced root system of rank at leas! 
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2. Let B= (cI~, . . . . a,,} be a base for R, i.e., a fundamental system. Let 
R+ = {/&, . . . . p,,,} be the set of positive roots of R with respect to B, where 
c~i = p,, . . . . CI,, = /I,. The subscripts in R+ reflect a given fixed ordering of 
R+ here, with the simple roots first. 
Let S denote an n-dimensional Euclidean space with inner product ( , ) 
such that S contains R. Let ( , ) be given by (a, /3) = 2(a, b)/(b, b) for 
~,/JES. For i,jEZ, with 1 d j, j< 11, let Cii = - (0~~’ a,), the negative of 
the Cartan integer, so that for instance OLD+ C,cc, is in R+, but 
aj + (1 + Cji) cli is not. 
If qEZ” we’ll say q>O iff qEZ’i, and q> 0 iff q is a nonzero member 
of z;. 
Let A,., the root lattice, denote those z E S of the form z = x1=, yicli, 
where rieZ for all i, l<i<n. For TEA,, r=x:+xi, we let Y(r)= 
(r,, . . . . r,z) E Z” be its root coordinates. We are most interested here in the 
positive cone A,?, those r in A, such that Y(7) 3 0. 
Let D = (Ai, . . . . A,} be the set of fundamental dominant weights with 
respect to B; (Ai, aj) = 6,, the Kronecker delta, for 1~ i, j< n. Let A, the 
weight lattice of R, denote the set of OES of the form o =xy=i i~~;l~, 
where H’~E Z for all i, 1 < i<n. For o E A, w = C utili, we let n(o) = 
( tv I ? . . . . WI,,) E Z” be its weight coordinates. 
The root lattice A, is contained in the weight lattice A. So each t E A, has 
root coordinates Y(7) and weight coordinates C?(t) corresponding to 
7 = C ri ai = C wliAi. We define T(7) = (gl, . . . . g,) in Z” by 
T(7) = Y(7) - Q(7), (1) 
where the computation is in Z”. Thus gi = ri - nli for 16 i 6 12. This T(7) 
gives the capacitJv coordinates of 7. There is an easy direct formula for r(7) 
in terms of the Cartan integers of R and Y(7) = (rI, . ..) r,,), i.e, for 1 d id n, 
gi= -rri+ i Cjirj. (2) 
j=l 
jii 
For 7~ A, let E+(7), the weight space of 7 in A,, be the set of all 8= 
(k i, . . . . k,)EZy such that CJ?, kj~~=C~=l ricxi=t in A,, where Y(r)= 
(I r, . . . . rn) E Z”. We can think of E+(7) as the set of all ways to write the 
simple root sum 7 as a sum of positive roots. Often we abuse notation and 
write 8 = C,“= i kjlJi for an element of E+(z), but E, (7) is not contained in 
the root lattice. If 7 E A,. - A,+, then E+(7) is empty. 
For 7 E A,. let P(7) = IE, (7)\, where 1 1 denotes cardinality. Then Z’(7) is 
the root aersion of Kostant’spartition function. If 7 E A, - A,+, then P(7) = 0. 
Most of our hypotheses will have 7 E Ar+ , but for simplification of formulas 
it is convenient to have P(7) and E + (7) defined for all 7 E A I. 
Let SEA,. For i,jEZ+ with 1 did n let Q,(,,( j), usually abbreviated 
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Qi(jj in clear context, be the jth i-block s/” E+(T). namely, those members 
of E+(?j whose ith coordinate is precisely i; i.e., 0~E+(s) is in Ql(ji if 
8 = (ki, . . . . k,,,) where ki=j, or in terms of CT= I k,p, the coefficient of the 
simple root ai = pi is exactlyj. 
For each i, 1 6 i < n, the jth i-blocks of E + ( T ) partition E, (r j as j ranges 
over Z,. In Theorem 9 in Section 3 we determine which of these j:h 
i-blocks actually occur. 
Let z E A,. The zero block C$ E+(r), denoted r(r), is the intersection of 
a!1 the zero th i-blocks of E, (s ) for I < i < 17. Then C(T) is the set of ah 
8~ E+(rj whose first n coordinates are all zero; i.e., if BE:(T~; 9= 
(k,, . ..( k,, ), then k, = k, = ... = k,, = 0, and we can think of 2 as 
C:,i=;,+ ! .G,I?,, a sum of positive nonsimple roots. 
Let 5 ) <E A,. We define the Z-block 0~” E-(r), denoted Q,(<j, to be the 
set of all @E E+(s), 6’= (k,, . . . . k,,,), such that the first yi coordinares of % 
coincide with 2’(t), the root coordinates of 2. In terms of root coordinates, 
if Y(<j=ij,, . . ..j.)EZ’;, then Q,(t j = ,qy= I Q,(.l,j. which is sometimes 
written, abusively, as Q,(j,, . . . . J,, j. 
For i’, n E A, we write 5 < ?I 8 q - < E L!~+ Over ah i; < T in ,4 + rhe r 
c-blocks partition E+(T), so we obtain for T E A,+ 
where right-hand summands may be zero. 
AIL results about c-blocks reduce to facts about zero blocks. We note 
that L-(V) is empty if qE(i,.-A:. 
ProqjC If @eQ,(<j, then f3=(k,, . . ..k.,,)~lZ;, Y(‘(4)=(kl, . . ..k.,;: ttie 
first tr coordinates of 8, I,“=, kj& = t. and x;!:,, + ! ,k-,flj = T - <. 
(0, ._~, 0, k,, I, . . . . k,) E Z(T - 5). 
Qn the other hand, if (0, . . . . 0, A,+ ,: . . . . h,,,) E Y(T- (j. then z;.‘Ln+, &fi; = 
T - ;‘, and so (k,, ..~) k,, h,,+ :, . ..) h,,, j E Q;(t). and the proposition is shown. 
In tight of Eq. (3) we obtain 
Which t-blocks actually occur in E+(T)? Using Eq. (2j, Proposition i, 
and Theorem 1 of [2, 31 which states that, for T ELI,+ 1 E,(r) has a 
non-empty zero block iff I-(T) 2 0, we obtain 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let T, 5 E A: with 5 d T and Y(T - t) = (h, , . . . . h,) E 
ZT Then the .follonYng are equivalent: 
(i) IQ,(t)1 > 0, 
(ii) lz(r-5)/ >O, 
(iii) r(r-020, 
(iv) Cl= I,ji i Cjihj 2 hi for all i, 1 d id n. 
We note a further consequence of Proposition 1 here and Proposition 14 
of [3], which yields that R has only singleton zero blocks, when they occur 
at all, for R of type A,, A,, B,, or C,, and all other irreducible R of rank 
3 2 can have arbitrarily large zero blocks. 
COROLLARY 4. If the Dynkin diagram of R has one or two edges, then 
E, (5) has at most singleton t-blocks for any T E A:. If it has three or more 
edges, then there are arbitrarily large r-blocks. 
3. LOWEST BLOCKS AND THE BRACKETING FUNCTION 
Let T E A,?. We extend the ordering d on Ar+ to the set of non-empty 
l-blocks in E+(z) and call it the block poset of E+(z), denoted Bl(s). 
Specifically, Bl(z)= {Q,(<)EE+(~):Q,(<)#@, c<r~A,t). with Q,(t,)< 
Qr(cz) iff t1 < t2. The greatest element of BI(T) is Q,(r), and IQ,(r)1 = 1. Is 
there a least, i.e., minimum, element? Certainly I(T) = Qr(0) is least if 
Iz(r)l > 0. We give the general affirmative answer in Theorem 7 below. In 
describing this lowest block it is useful to use the bracketing function s on 
A,’ from [2, 31. 
First we denote the Kostant cone of ~1,’ by /1,+ + . This is the set of 
TEA,+ such that Iz(t)l > 0, or equivalently from Proposition 3, such that 
T(T) 30. 
Now we describe the bracketing function s on A,+. Let r~ A,+ with 
Y(r) = (rl, . . . . r,) E ZT and T(r)=(g, ,..., gn)~Z’. We define S(T)= 
xyzl s,cc,EA,+ where for each i, 16 i < n, 
si=min{ri, ri+ g,}, (4) 
or equivalently, 
si=min {ri, $ Cjirj}. (5) 
:i# i 
Corollary 1 of [2] yields that SET,?+ for each r E A,?. Also, since 
s(t)EA,++, we have T(s(r)) 2 0 from Proposition 3 here. Then, looking at 
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Eq. (4), we see that s(s(T)) =J”(T). So the bracke:ing function s collapses 
A; onto nj++, fixing precisely those r in the Kostant cones i.e., it is a 
retraction of A,? onto *A?+  . We also note that, looking at Eq. i5 ), we have 
S(T) < T in A:. 
Corollary 2 of [Z] yields that for r E A,? 
where we also want to use a technical fact from the proof of this 
Corollary 2 of [2], i.e., 
~EhfMX 5. .kt r E (1: With r(Z) = (gl. . g,J. g- g, < 0 .for tile i.ndes j. 
then g, > 0 .for a// indices j, j # i, such that Gil # 0. 
For t E Ai+ we define I)(T) = T - S(Z). Since s(r) < T we have $(s) E ~1,‘~ 
&et Y(T) = Y(I)(T))= (J;, . . . ..~..)EZ’: be the extmneous coordkxes of T. 
From Eq. (4) fi = 0 if gi 3 0, fi = - gj if gj < 0, so Lemma 5 implies that !f 
f, # 0, then S,= 0 for all indices j# i such thai C, # 0. If r E .4,“++. then 
s(r)=s, so s)(r)=0 in ‘4,+. 
f%OOj: Let p(T) = (J;, . . ..A.) E z’; be the extraneous coordinates 
of T. These are the root coordinates of $(s). y Lemma 5, if f, f 0. the5 
J = 3 for all j# i with C-,, #O. But then for each i, 9 <id ?I? 
min{k., xj,, C,,J)- = 0. So, by Eq. (5)? S($(?)‘)=OEA,+. By Eq. {r;S% 
P($(z)) = P(s($( T))) = P(0) = 1, and the proposition is shown. 
Now we answer the least block question. 
P?GG$ Assume, without loss, that 5 E /1+ - f4,+ + , else $(T) = @, and i+e 
would be done. By Proposition I we have IQ,(t)(r))1 = jr(r-$(?))I = 
~;(s(r))~ by definition of I/(T), and Iz(s(r))i >O besause s(T?E~~,~ i for ali 
scn,:. so IQ,($(r))l >o. 
Let c E A: such that ?I < T and IQ,(q)1 > 0, We must show that G(z) d !?~ 
Let Y(T’~ = !rir . . . . r,,), r($(T)) = (f;. ...3.r;,j, and Y(n) = (h,, . ../ A,,). Ee! i’ 
be any index stich that f, > 0. Then f, = -g, = r; - x,+ i C::il; here. We are 
reduced to showing that f, < hi. We suppose that .f, > Ai. Then we have 
Y, - c CjiY, > hi. (7; 
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But by Proposition 1, IQ,(g)1 >O implies that Iz(z- 11)l >O, and so, by 
Proposition 3, we have 
1 Cii(rj - hi) 3 ri - hi, 
j#i 
(8) 
because Y(r - 11) = (rl - h,, . . . . r, -A,,). Putting inequalities (7) and (8) 
together yields 
1 Cji(rj-hi)> 1 Cjirj, 
jti j#i 
(9) 
which is nonsense because all our 11:s are nonnegative, as are the Cj;s for 
j# i. Thus f, < hi for each i, 1 < i < n, and so I/J(~) 6 ye, and the theorem is 
shown. 
Using the root, capacity, and extraneous coordinates of ZE AT we can 
give precise information on which i-blocks, Qj( j), actually occur in E+(r). 
For i, 1 < i<n, let ri(T) be the ith root coordinate in Y(r); gi(r), the ith 
capacity coordinate in T(r); and fi(r), the ith extraneous coordinate 
in Y(r). 
Now fix SEA,+ and iEZ,, ldidn. Let ri=ri(z), gi=gi(z), andfi= 
fj(~). For kEZ+, O< k<ri, let rk= r- kiwi. Then, for each of these k, 
T.kEA:, and we have 
ri(Tk) = ri- k, (10) 
gi(tk) = g; + k (11) 
and 
fi(tk) = max(O,fi- k), (12) 
where Eq. (10) is clear. Equation (11) follows from Eq. (2), i.e., gj= 
-ri + cj,i Cjirj and none of the ris? j# i, change from r to rk, so gi(rk) = 
-(ri-k)+zj+i Cjirj= g,+k. For Eq (12) we first note that iffi=O, then 
g,30, so g,+ k>O, sofi(r,)=O=max(O,fi-kj in this case. Iffi>O, then 
fi=-gi, SO -g,>O. Ifg,+kaO, then k> -gi, SO k>fi, and Oafi-k, 
and sofi(z,)=O=max{O,fi-k}. Finally, ifg,+k<O, then -(gi+k)>O, 
and fj(z,)= -(gi+k)= -g,-k=fi-k=max(O,f,-k}. So Eq. (12) 
holds in all cases. 
There is an i-block analog of Proposition 1, in this case a reduction to 
zeroth i-blocks of lower weight spaces. Let Qj(k) = Qj(,,(k) be the kth 
i-block in E+(t), and let Q,,,,(O) = Q,t,+,,,,(O) be the zeroth i-block in 
E, (z - ka,). Then from Proposition 4 of [S], with j = k, we have 
(13) 
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But zeroth i-block occurrences are easy to calculate. From the 
the ( * ) part of Theorem I of [Z] we note, viith the notation sf this 
paper, 
Now we see which i-blocks of E,(T) actuaily occur. 
IP,(k)I > 0 iff -,<.<k<ri. . . 
ProojY Fix i, 1 <i<n. Ef kEZ+ and k > I’~* then 1Q,(k)1= 0, SO we ma! 
assume O<kdr;. As above let r,=s-kxi. y Eq. (12) above, .,i.(r,l= 
max(O,A.-h-j. Then, applying Lemma 8, we have lQ,,,,(Ojl >O iff 
,f-kd0. Hence lQ,,,(O)l >O iff j; 6 k < r,. Then. using Eq (I 3 1, 
lQ,(k)l >O ifff.dk<rri, and the theorem is shown. 
For each index i, I < i < 12, the i-blocks partition E,(T) for P E ‘2,‘. so we 
have immediately 
:-r*here ach oJf the right-hand surwnands is nonzerc. 
4. EULER CHARACTERISTIC TYPE FORMULAS FOR BLOCKS 
We begin with an easy lemma which generalizes Proposition 13 oi [3] 
and ELJ. (3) of [s]. 
LEMMA 11. Let T E A;+. Let (i,- . . . . ikj Se c! k-elenzenr subs2r of 
.I 1, .,.) I; 1.. Th2n 
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ProoJ If BEE+(~) such that f3$Qi,(0)u ... uQ,(O), then 8= 
(h r, . . . . h,) E ZT where noire of k,,, . . . . h, is zero. Then we can form 
O1~E+(r-z,k=l~J, where e,=(e,,...,e,,) with e,,=hG-l for l<j<k, 
but the other in -k entries of tI1 coincide with those of 8; i.e., thinking of 
0 as a sum of positive roots, subtract ail + ... + ‘xi, = pi, + ... + fi, from 0 
to get f3r. 
On the other hand, if ‘1 E E+(r - cJ”= 1 a,,), then q = (el, . . . . e,n) E Zy Let 
tIi~E+(r), where gl=(h,, . . ..A.) with h,,=ei,+ 1 for l<j<k, and the 
other m -k entries of q I agree with those of ye, and in particular, none of 
hi,, . ..) h, is zero. 
Thus we see that 
and so 
and the lemma is shown. 
For kEZ + , 0 d k < n, let k(B) denote a k-element subset of simple roots. 
Let x k(E) denote the sum of these k simple roots in A:, where 
C k(B) = 0 if k = 0. By summation over all k(B) we mean over all 
k-element subsets of B for all k, 0 <k d n. With this aotation one of our 
main results is 
THEOREM 12. Let 5 E A,’ . The11 
Iz(z)I= 1 (-l)kP 
ProoJ We use the principle dual to inclusion-exclusion, i.e., 
IA,n ... nA,I=~lA,~I-~lAj,uAj~l+~lAjluAj2uAj31f ...; (14) 
i.e., just apply lattice duality to the usual inclusion-exclusion principle. We 
have lz(s)l = \nr==, Qj(O)l, and by Eq. (14) this equals 
C.IQ~~~~l~~lQ~~~~~~Q~~~~~l+~ IQ (o)uQ~~(O)~Qj~(O)lf ..‘. (15) 
But by Lemma 11 we have line (1.5) equal to 
C(P(T)-P(z--j))-C(P(r)-P(z-(aj,+a~jJ))+ .‘.. (16) 
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411 that’s left is to add up the P(s)‘s in line ( 16). There are 
t’;)-(i)+ ... )(-l)‘f+l (;;j of them. By the binomial theorem this equals 
ii, and so we obtain the theorem. 
Using Proposition 1 we have immediateiy 
Suppose A c 8. Then we can redo the proof of Theorem 12 with R in 
place of B and obtain 
We next note an elementary combinatorial coroilary of Lemma 1 il. Let 
r E .A,! +. Let Q,(O), . . . . Q,(O) be the zeroth !-blocks of &ii-). Following, 
for instance, Stanley [9, p. 1171, let F(T) be the poset of al1 intersections of 
these 11 sets, including the empty intersection fly= j Q,(O) = 1, ordered by 
inclusion. Let F(r) # = (T~F(r):Tfii,\. Let ,ti be the bius function of 
F’(r). For TE F(r) let f( T) be the number of elements o 
no T’< T in F(r). In particular f(“i)=O. For TEF(T) let g(T)= IT;. 
Then g(T) = &,, .f(T’). By Mobius inversion we hfve 0 =j’(i‘) == 
E:..,,Fg(T)p(T. 1). and so g(f)= -CFtnrl+ ITI ,44(T, 11, and so b? 
Lemma It, 
We note that all T in F(T) are non-empty because jr(r)/ > 0, since r E A,+ -r- 
For a generalization to SEA,? we can start with Q,(f& .~., Q12(jil), where 
F’(t) = If!r?, . . ..f.,,. 
In the A2 case, for r E A,? + ) the poset F(T) is a singleton: I(T) = Q,(Q) = 
&((I)= &(O)u &(O), all of these being {CO, 0, %)j, or informally jus: 
i7(z1 + CC~)>~ where Y(r) = (r. f) and flI = or, p2 = a2, and fi3 = (xi -t a-). A’. 
the opposite extreme there are cases when all formal members of F(r) are 
stinct. For example, in the G, case we consider ‘I = 3x, + 2a Then 
I(O) = [(O, 1, O> 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (0, C), 0, 0, 0, 1 )j. and 2(O) = 
-iii. 0. 2, O,O: Oj, (O,O, 1: 1: 0, 0), (0, O,O, 0.0, l)i- where R’ consists of, in \\ 
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order, B1 = a,, jz. = Mu, j3 = (c(~ + ‘x,), B4= (2a, +x2), ps = (3x, + a,), and 
fi6 = (3c(, + 2~~). Informally Q,(O) = {j& + /J5, fi3 + fl.+, f16), etc. Then 
Q,(O) u Q,(O), Ql(0), Qz(0), and z(r) are all distinct. 
The poset structure of F(r) for 5 E A,’ + will play a deterministic role 
in the p-restricted modular Weyl problem, as well as in the liner 
combinatorial structure of the characteristic zero situation. 
Let SE/~:. Another combinatorial structure on E+(z) is the geometric 
lattice, under inclusion, consisting of all unions of t-blocks for 5 E AZ, 
5 < 5. The various i-blocks are distinguished members of this lattice. By 
means of Baclawski’s basic sheaf construction on a poset, cf. Baclawski 
[l], we get homological information about weight spaces from these 
structures on E+(t). 
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